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1. Introduction. Throughout this paper, P is a fixed base field, N is a

finite, separable, and normal extension of P, Q is the Galois group of N over

P, and X£Q is an automorphism x—»X-x of N leaving P elementwise fixed.

Among the simple algebras A with center N, the noncommutative Galois

theory (cf. [13], [lOa](x)) singles out those algebras A for which every auto-

morphism X of the center N over P can be extended to an automorphism of A.

We term such algebras "Q-normal" or normal over P. Teichmüller [13] in-

vestigated these algebras and showed that each such algebra leads to a func-

tion t(K, (x, v) of three arguments X, ¡x, v in Q, with values in N, and satisfying

the identity.

(1.1) A-/(¿t, v, ir)t(\, (iv, x)/(X, p, v) = t(\(i, v, x)/(X, ix, vir).

In view of the topological interpretation of functions satisfying analogous

identities, we term such a function t a 3-dimensional cocycle of Q over N.

The cocycle / of a Q-normal algebra A is not uniquely determined. It may

be modified by multiplication with a function 8h(\, ¡x, v) obtained from any

function h(k, ¡i) of two variables in Q with nonzero values in N by the formula

(1.2) Sh(\,ß,v) = \- h((x, v)[h(\ß, v)]-ih(\, (xv)[h(\, ix)]-\

Such a function oh of three variables is termed a coboundary; it is always a

cocycle (that is, t = bh satisfies the identity (1.1)).

We study here the characterization of those 3-dimensional cocycles t

which can arise as the cocycles of a Q-normal algebra, in the sense of Teich-

müller.

To this end, consider any field K containing N, and still finite, separable

and normal over P. Each automorphism a of K over P induces an automorph-

ism a' =X of N, and the function (At)(<x, ß, y) =t(a', ß', y') is a cocycle of the

Galois group of K in K. We say that At is obtained by lifting t. We prove

that / is the cocycle of a Q-normal algebra if and only if / can be lifted to a

field K in which it is a coboundary, and that / is the cocycle of a Q-normal

algebra split by the field K if and only if t becomes a coboundary when lifted

toK.
The proof that such ¿'s are the only ones which occur is straightforward
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(§8). The proof that every such t can occur requires a detailed consideration

(Theorem 10.1) of the conditions under which a crossed product algebra is

Q-normal.

The proof of this crossed product theorem depends on certain coboundary

computations which are manageable chiefly because of the use of a simple

normalization condition (cf. (2.3)) which has hitherto been unaccountably

neglected in the study of crossed products and related topics. These computa-

tions, though apparently formal, could presumably be given a conceptual

interpretation in terms of suitable non-associative systems after the model

of [7].

The determination of the cocycle t of a Q-normal algebra A is essentially

a homomorphism T of the group of algebra classes of such algebras into the

three-dimensional cohomology group of Q over N, defined as the group of

3-dimensional cocycles modulo the subgroup of coboundaries. Thus our result

determines the exact image of this homomorphism T. Teichmüller has shown

that the kernel of T consists of certain classes of algebras embeddable in

algebras with the center P ; there is also an alternative characterization of the

kernel of T as those algebra classes over N which can be obtained by ex-

tension of the field of scalars from P to N. The whole paper can be read

without knowledge of Teichmüller's results in  [13].

2. Galois cocycles. For each constant cj^O in the normal field N we may

define a function 5c on the Galois group Q of N by setting

(2.1) (5c) (X) = Xc/c.

By a fundamental theorem of Galois theory, he is the identity function 5c = 1

if and only if c is in P, the base field.

Each function / defined on Q with nonzero values in N yields a function 5/

of two variables in Q, defined by

(2.2) 5/(X,M) = [X/GOlrtV)-1/^).

The function/= 5c defined in (2.1) has 5/=l, by direct computation. Con-

versely, Speiser's "Principal genus theorem in minimalen" ([12], cf. [2, p.

57]) asserts that every function/ with 5/=l has the form/ = 5c, for some

constant c in N.

The equation (1.2) defines for each function h of two variables in Q a

new function ôh of three variables in Q. The functions h with 5^ = 1 are the

"factor sets" of Q, and determine (cf. §9 below) the crossed product algebras

(h, Q, N). Conversely, each central simple algebra over P with maximal

subfield N can be represented as such a crossed product. A crossed product

algebra is a total matric algebra if and only if its factor set h is a transforma-

■ tion set h = 5/ of the form (2.2).

The Teichmüller formula (1.1) is the analog in the next higher dimension.

For completeness, we state the general definition.
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An »-dimensional cochain f of Q over N is a function /(Xt, • • ■ , X„) of n

arguments X< in Q with nonzero values in N, subject only to the "normaliza-

tion" condition that

(2.3) /(Xi, • • • , Xn) = 1 if any X¿ = 1.

In particular, a 0-cochain is simply a constant in N. The product /1/2 of two

w-cochains is defined as

JifiO^i, ■ ■ ■ , X„) = /i(Xi, ■ • • , X„)/2(Xi, ■ • • , X„);

under this multiplication the w-cochains form a group Cn{Q, N).

The coboundary 5/ of an «-cochain / is an (w + 1)-cochain defined as

<>/(Xi, • • • , X„+i) = Xr/(X2, • • • , X„+i)

• [ ñ/(xi, • ■ •, XiX;+i, • • ■. Xn+i)'-1'*]/^, • • •, \ny-»n+\

The operation 5 is a homomorphism b:Cn—->Cn+1, and 55=0. The w-cochains

/ with 5/ = 0 are called the n-cocycles, and form a subgroup Zn(Q, N) of C";

this subgroup is the kernel of 5. The w-cochains of the form /=5g for g an

(w —l)-cochain are called the n-coboundaries and constitute the subgroup

B"(Q, N) of Z" which is the image of C"-1 under 5. The factor group

H"(Q, N) = Zn(Q, N)/Bn{Q, N), n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

is the w-dimensional cohomology group of Q over N. Two cocycles fu /2 in

the same cohomology class in this group (that is, with fi=fî(8g) for ôg a

coboundary) are called cohomologous.

In particular, the remarks made above indicate that Hl(Q, N) = \

(Speiser's theorem) and that H2(Q, N) is the group of algebra classes over P

split by N (that is, the crossed product algebras with fixed field N).

The definition of Hn(Q, N) depends only on the multiplicative group N*

of the nonzero elements of N and on the action of the automorphisms of Q

on N*; it is thus a special case of the notion of the cohomology group of a

group Q with coefficients in an abelian group on which Q operates. The

cohomology theory for such groups has been developed in [5], using additive

notation for the coefficient group. In particular, it was shown [5, §6] that the

cohomology group Hn is the same with or without the normalization condi-

tion (2.3).

3. The ceilings of cocycles. We frequently have occasion to consider a

field KZ)N which is finite, separable and normal over P. We then set

G = the Galois group of K/P, elements a, ß, y,

S — the Galois group of K/N, elements p, a, r.

Each automorphism aÇG of K induces an automorphism a'Go °f N'< by a

fundamental theorem of the Galois theory the correspondence a—>a' is a

homomorphism of G onto Q with kernel S. Diagrammatically, we have
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K D N D P,

1C5CG,

G/S s Q.

Any w-dimensional cochain fÇ£Zn(Q, N) can be "lifted" to an «-dimen-

sional cochain AKf as

Ak/(«i, ■••,<*„) = f(a{, •••,<*„'), a, £ G.

Furthermore, 5(Axf) =Ax(5/) so that a lifted cocycle or coboundary is a

cocycle or coboundary, respectively. Since Ak(/i/2) = (Axfi) (Ax/2), Ar is a

homomorphism of Zn(Q, N) into Z"(G, i£) and of B"(Q, N) into B"(G, K)

and induces a homomorphism of Hn(Q, N) into Hn(G, K).

A cocycle / which is not a coboundary may be lifted into a coboundary

Auf in Bn(G, K) ; we say then that/has the ceiling K. If K'Z)K are both finite,

separable and normal over P, a cochain / may be lifted to K' either directly

or in stages, first to K, then to K', with the same end result. Hence if K is a

ceiling for/, so is K'. If the cocycles/,- have the ceilings Kit for i = l, 2, then

the composite K of the fields Ki and Ki is finite, separable, and normal over

P, and the product /i/2 has ceiling AT. Thus the cocycles with a ceiling form a

group Zq(Q, N), and determine a subgroup

(3.1) #o"(Q, N) = Z„n(Ç>, ¿V)/5"(0, A)

of the cohomology group Hn{Q, N).

This concept is trivial for dimension 2; indeed we have:

Theorem 3.1. H%(Q, N) = i.

Proof. Suppose that the 2-cocycle / is not a coboundary. We are to show

that no Ax/ is a coboundary. Since / is not a coboundary, the crossed product

algebra A={f, Q, N) is not a total matric algebra. But it is known [ll,

Theorem 2] that the lifted cocycle ArÍ gives a crossed product algebra

A ' = (Ajr/, G, K) which is similar to A. Therefore A ' is not a total matric

algebra, and Axf is not a coboundary.

We give a second proof which depends not on the theory of algebras, but

on the Speiser Theorem Hl(Q, N) = 1. Suppose AkJ = 5h for some ÄGC^G, K).

Define ho(cr)=h(a) for aÇE.S; then, since / is normalized, 5/?0 = 0, and

h0^Z1(S, K). By the Speiser theorem, there is a constant c-j^O in K such

that ho(o-)b = <T-b. Define hi as hi(a)=h(a)b/a-b for all a6G. Then hi is

cohomologous to h, and 5Ai=Aü/, while hi is 1 on the subgroup S. In par-

ticular, since/ is normalized, Ax/(a, a) =Ak/(o-, a) = 1 for <r£S, so

hi(a<r) = [a-Ai(cr)]Ai(a), hi(aa) =  \<r-hi{a)]hi{<r).

Since Äi(cr) = l, Ai(ao-) =&i(a) =hi(aa) is an element invariant under o\ This

proves that each value hi(a) lies in the subfield N of elements of K in-
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variant under all a. By a fundamental theorem of the Galois theory, each

automorphism X£<2 of N has an extension v(X)<ElG to K; furthermore

v(\)v((x) =r]v(Kfx) for some t] — r]ÇK, fx)ÇzS. Then

/(X, p) = AKf(v(\), »GO) = Ôhi(v(\), v((x))

= v(\) ■ hMfx)) [hi(r,v(\ix))]^hMX))

= \-hMß))[hM\ix))]-ihi(v(\)).

This equation asserts that/ = 5fe2, where ^(X) =hi(v(K)) is a cochain of Q

over N. This proves Theorem 3.1 again.

4. Algebras derived by scalar extension. Let B be a simple algebra with

center P. Any field K containing the field P determines in the usual fashion

[9, p. 89] a scalar extension Br which is a simple algebra with center K. The

correspondence B^Br for fixed K induces a homomorphism B(P)^>B(K) of

the group B(P) of classes of central simple algebras over P into the cor-

responding group for K. The kernel of this homomorphism consists of the

classes of algebras split by K. The image of B(P) under this homomorphism

is the subgroup B(K, P) of B(K), consisting of the algebra classes over K

derived by scalar extension from P. If K/P is finite, this description of "de-

rived" algebra classes may be related to an equivalent description used by

Deuring [4] and by Teichmüller.

Theorem 4.1. For a finite extension K of P, the following properties of a

central simple algebra A over K are all equivalent.

(i) The algebra class of A can be derived from an algebra class over P by

scalar extension;

(ii) There is a simple algebra B with center P such that Br is a total matric

algebra over A ;

(iii) There is a central simple algebra C over P which contains A (and hence

K) in such fashion that every element of C commuting with K lies in A.

Proof. If (i) holds, there is a central simple algebra B' over P such that

A~B'K; that is, such that there are total matric algebras Mr{K) and M„(K)

of orders r2, s2 over K with A XRMr(K)^B'KXRMe(K), the direct products

being taken over K. Then B =£' XpMB(P) has BK^A XKMr(K), which gives

(ii). Conversely, (ii) immediately implies (i).

It is known (for example [l, Theorem 4.16]) that (iii) implies (ii). Con-

versely, assume (ii), so that A is similar to A' = Br. Embed K in the total

matric algebra Mn(P), where w is the degree of K over P, and form the simple

algebra C = BXpMn(P) with center P. Then C contains BXpK, which is

equivalent to BK = A'; the commutator algebra of K in C clearly contains A',

and is equal to A' in virtue of a well known theorem on the order of such a

commutator (for example [l, Theorem 4.13]). Thus A' has property (iii); a

standard argument shows that the similar algebra A also has property (iii).
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The property (iii) is used in Deuring [4] to obtain the homomorphism

B-^Br for algebra classes. Choose an algebra C similar to B and containing

ii as a subfield; for example, one may choose C = BXpMn(P). The com-

mutator CK of if in C is a simple algebra with center K, and the algebra class

of CK over K does not depend on the choice of C in the class of B. By [l,

Theorem 4.16], CK is similar to the algebra Cr over K. Hence the cor-

respondence B—>CK determines the same homomorphism B(P)—^B(K, P) of

algebra classes as does the correspondence B—>Br. In [4], Deuring proves

directly that the correspondence B—*CK is a homomorphism, in the case

when K/P is separable, by a suitable use of crossed products. He remarks

that the result should hold without assumption of separability, and indeed

the proof that B^>Br is a homomorphism is immediate without this assump-

tion.

However, in part (ii) of the theorem above we cannot assert that BK=A ;

a counter example appears in §14.

5. Q-normal algebras. For the given field N with automorphism group

Q, a Q-normal algebra A is any central simple algebra over N to which every

automorphism X of Q may be extended. If A and B are both (Xnormal, so is

the direct product A XnB, in virtue of the following lemma:

Lemma 5.1. Let A and B be algebras over N, each with a unity element, such

that the automorphism X of N can be extended to automorphisms v and w of A

and B respectively. There is then one and only one automorphism vXw of the

direct product A XnB which agrees with v and w on the factors A and B respec-

tively.

Proof. The direct product A XnB is best regarded [3, p. 48] as the set of

all sums of formal products aXb, for a£.4, ¿»£5, with the identifications

(ai+02)Xb = aiXb+a2Xb, oXfe+W =aXbi+aXb2 and (ca)Xb=aX(cb)

for any scalar c(£N, and with the multiplication rule (aiX&i)(a2X¿>2)

= axaîXbibî. A is identified with the subalgebra of elements a XL where 1 is

the identity of B, and B is similarly identified. If u is any extension of v and

w, one must have

/     k \ k

«• (  £ ai X bi) = X) (v-a{) X (»■*<).

Conversely, the above identifications show that this correspondence u is

uniquely defined, and the multiplication rule shows that it is the desired auto-

morphism vXw.

For later use we note the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. If in Lemma 5.1 the Vi, Wi are automorphisms of A, B, respec-

tively, extending the autmorphisms X¿ of N, for i = l, 2, then

(vi X Wi)(v2 X Wi) = viv2 X wiWi.
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Proof. The product (z>iXw2)(î>2Xw2) is an automorphism of A XnB which

extends the automorphism XiX2 of N and which agrees on A with V\V2, on B

with W\W2. It must therefore equal the unique such extension V\ViXw\Wi.

The property of Q-normality depends only on the algebra class, in the fol-

lowing sense.

Lemma 5.3. If D is a central (simple) division algebra over N, M=M(N) a

total matric algebra over N, then D XnMís Q-normal if and only if D is Q-normal.

Proof. Since a total matric algebra M is trivially Q-normal, the normality

of D implies that of DXnM by Lemma 5.1. Conversely, if X has an extension

w to DXnM, then because of the uniqueness of the representation A =DXnM

of a central simple algebra, one can follow w by a suitable inner automorph-

ism of A to obtain an automorphism w' of A which maps D on D and ex-

tends X, as required.

One may also show that the reciprocal algebra A~l to any Q-normal

algebra A is Q-normal. If B is any central simple algebra over P, the scalar

extension Bn is Q-normal, by an argument like that for Lemma 5.1. These

observations combine to give the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4. // a central simple algebra A over N is Q-normal, so are all

similar algebras. The similarity classes of Q-normal algebras over N form a

subgroup Bq(N) of the group of algebra classes over N. The group B(N, P) of

algebra classes derived from algebra classes over P by scalar extension is a sub-

group of BQ(N).

6. The Teichmüller cocycle. If A is Q-normal, select for each X£Q an

extension w(\) which is an automorphism of A, and, in particular, choose

w(l) = l. The product w(\)w(p)w(\p)~l is an automorphism of A which

induces on the center N the identity 1 = \p(\p)~1; it is therefore an inner

automorphism [9, Theorem 5.16] induced by an element b = b(\, p) of A

which has an inverse b~l. For any such (regular) b we let

(6.1) C[b]a->bab~\ a £ A,

denote the induced inner automorphism of A. We then have

(6.2) w(X)wiji) = C[b(\, ix)]w(\p), ¿>(X, M)£A

In particular, we may and do choose 6(1, ¡x) =2>(X, 1) =1.

Using this equation and the identities C[W>2] = C[6i]C[&2] and wC[è]

= C[wb]w, we may calculate the triple product w(\)w(p)w(v) in two ways as

[w(X)w(p)]w(v) = C[b(\, p)b(\ix, v)]w(\(iv),

w(X)[w(p)w(v)] = C[{w(\) b(ß, v)}b(\, ixv)]w(\ßv).

These results must be identical ; hence if we write bi, b2 for the two arguments

of C on the right, we have C[ôi] = C[è2] or C[&i&2~1] = L which means that
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b2bï1=t is an element in the center N of A. Thus each triple X, p, v of auto-

morphisms in Q yields an element ¿(X, p, v) of N such that

(6.3) [w(X)-b(p, v)]b(\, pv) = t(\, p, v)b(\, p)b(Xp, v).

This equation asserts in effect that t is the non-commutative coboundary of

b. The special choices made above show that t(K, p, v) = 1 when one of the

arguments X, p, or v is 1. Hence we may regard lasa 3-cochain of Q over N.

Teichmüller (op. cit., p. 147) has proved the following properties of this

cochain.

Lemma 6.1. The cochain t is a 3-cocycle of Q over N. For fixed choices w(\),

a different choice of the regular elements bÇK, p) of (6.2) replaces t by a co-

homologous cocycle, and a suitable different choice of b(X, p) replaces t by any

specified cohomologous cocycle. If the choice of the extensions w(X) of X to

automorphisms of A is altered, and if suitable new values of 6(X, p) are chosen,

the cocycle t is unaltered.

The proofs will be omitted, as they are formally identical with the proofs

of corresponding statements about the 3-cocycle associated in similar manner

with the "kernel" of a group homomorphism (cf. [6; §7]). Indeed, we show

in §15 below that the algebra case above is a special instance of the group

case.

We call / a Teichmüller cocycle of the Q-normal algebra A.

Lemma 6.2. If the Q-normal algebras A\, A2 have the respective Teichmüller

cocycles h, h, then the direct product A\XnA2 has the Teichmüller cocycle t\t2.

Proof. (Cf. [13, p. 148]). Select extensions w<(X) and elements ¿>¿(X, p) in

Ai to satisfy (6.2) and (6.3) for i = \, 2. Then w(X) =Wi(X) Xw2(X) is by-

Lemma 5.1 an extension of the automorphism X to AiXnA2. Furthermore

b(K, p)=bi(K, p)Xb2(\, p) is a regular element of A\XnA2, and C[b(\, p)]

= C[¿>i(X, p)]xC[b2(\, p)]. One proves that w and b are related by (6.2) by

using repeatedly the rule of Lemma 5.2, while on calculating (6.2) it appears

that the (non-commutative) coboundary of b is indeed t = ht2, as asserted.

In particular, a total matric algebra M(N) has / = 1 as a Teichmüller co-

cycle. Hence any two similar Q-normal algebras A and A X M have the same

Teichmüller cocycles. We may thus define a homomorphism T of algebra

classes to cohomology classes by assigning to the algebra class of A the co-

homology class T[A] of any Teichmüller cocycle of A.

7. The main theorem.

Theorem 7.1. The mapping of each Q-normal algebra over N into its Teich-

müller cocycle induces a homomorphism T of the group Bq(N) of Q-normal

algebra classes over N into the 3-dimensional cohomology group H3(Q, N). The

kernel of this homomorphism is the group B(N, P) of algebra classes obtained

by scalar extension from P. The image under T is the group Hl(Q, N) of those
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cohomology classes which have a ceiling; that is, the group of classes of those

cocycles which become coboundaries upon being lifted to some field K separable,

finite, and normal over P. Hence

(7.1) BQ(N)/B(N, P) s hI(Q, N).

To prove this theorem, it remains only to establish the statements made

as to the kernel and the image of T. To prove that T has the indicated kernel

requires :

(i) If A is obtained by scalar extension from P, it has a Teichmüller co-

cycle 1 ;

(ii) A Q-normal algebra class with Teichmüller cocycle 1 can be obtained

by scalar extension from P.

For completeness, we reproduce the proofs given by Teichmüller. The

proof of (i) is immediate. To prove (ii), consider A with t = l, and use the

quantities b of (6.3) to construct an algebra C with elements uniquely repre-

sented as sums ^aÇk)u(\) for coefficients a(X)£4 and symbols m(X) for

each X£Q, with the multiplication table determined by the distributive law

and the rules

(7.2) u(\)a = (X-a)w(X), X £ Q, a £ .4 ;

(7.3) u(X)u(p) = b(\, p)u(\p), X, u £ Q.

These formulas are exactly analogous to the construction of a crossed product

algebra over a field. Because the (non-commutative) coboundary t of b is 1,

the usual computation shows that the algebra C is associative. The element

m(1) acts as the identity element of C, hence A is isomorphically embedded

in C as the subalgebra of elements au(i), for c£^4. The usual argument for

crossed products [3, p. 82] proves C simple. A straightforward computa-

tion shows that the elements of C commuting with the subfield N of A are

simply the elements of A; hence by (7.2) the center of C is P. Thus A, C

satisfy the condition of (iii), Theorem 4.1, which proves (ii) above.

The assertions of the main theorem as to the image of T (this is the only

part of the theorem not proved by Teichmüller) are consequences of the fol-

lowing two statements (K is normal over P).

(iii) If the Q-normal algebra A is split by KZ)N, any Teichmüller cocycle

of A has ceiling K;

(iv) Every 3-cocycle with ceiling KZ)N is the Teichmüller cocycle of some

Q-normal algebra split by K.

Statement (iii) is proved in the next section. The critical point is the proof

of (iv), which is given in §12 and which requires appeal to a criterion for the

normality of crossed products, as given in §10. This crossed product theorem

is also used in §§12 and 13 to give alternative proofs of parts (i), (ii), and

(iii) of the main theorem.
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In order to see that (iii) and (iv) indeed suffice to give the assertions of the

main theorem as to the image of T, one need only observe that every algebra

class over N has a splitting field K which is normal over P; indeed such a K

may be constructed as the normal hull of a suitable splitting field K0 which is

finite and separable over N [l, p. 62, Corollary]. Furthermore, the specific

form of (iii) and (iv) above will give the following corollary.

Corollary 7.2. If KZ)N is normal over P, the mapping T carries the

Q-normal algebra classes over N which are split by K onto the 3-dimensional

cohomology classes of Q with ceiling K.

We note also a consequence of the main theorem in the case when Q is

cyclic. The general reduction theory for cohomology groups [5, §16] proves

then that H3(Q, A)^/JI(Q, A). Hence TP and H% are both 1, and by the main

theorem one has the following corollary.

Corollary 7.3. If Q is cyclic, any Q-normal algebra class over N can be

obtained by scalar extension from P.

This has also been proved by Teichmüller (op. cit. p. 149) by a different

method.

8. Normality of scalar extensions. The property (i) above is the special

case K = N, N = P of the following theorem.

Theorem 8.1. If A is Q-normal over N with Teichmüller cocycle t, while

KZ)N has Galois group G over P, then Ar is a G-normal algebra over K with a

Teichmüller cocycle Arí obtained by lifting t to K.

Part (iii) of the main theorem is a consequence of this result, for if K

splits A, AK is a total matric algebra and every Teichmüller cocycle for Ar

(with arguments in G) is a coboundary, and this result, applied to Ax/, shows

that t has ceiling K, as asserted in (iii).

Proof. Regard AK as the direct product AXnK, and select w(X), b(\, p)

and t for A as in §6. Each automorphism aC.G induces an automorphism

a' =X of Q, and the extension w(a') agrees with a on the field N of scalars

in the product A XnK. Hence by Lemma 5.1 there is an automorphism

w*(a) =w(a') Xa of A XnK which agrees on the respective factors with w(a')

and a and which has w*(\) = 1. This provides an extension of any a£G to

Ar; hence Ar is G-normal.

Two applications of Lemma 5.2 prove

w*(a)w*(ß) =  [w(a') X a][w(ß') X ß] = w(a')w(ß') X aß

= C[b{a',ß')]w(a'ß') Xaß

=  {C[b(a',ß')]X l}{w((aß)') Xaß}.

The automorphism in the second set of braces is w*(aß), that in the first is
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conjugation in Ar by the element b*(a, ß) =b(a', /3')Xl; hence

W*(a)w*(ß) = C[b*(a, ß)]w*(aß),

as in the general definition (6.2) of the function b. The corresponding Teich-

müller cocycle t* of Ar may thus be derived from b* by formula (6.3) as

t*(a, ß, y) =t(a', ß', 7) XL This formula states that t* is obtained by lifting

/ to K, as asserted in the theorem.

9. Normality of crossed products. Let iO A be a finite separable normal

extension of P, and 5 the Galois group of K over N. Any 2-cocycle/£Z2(5, K)

determines a "crossed product" algebra A = (/, S, K) consisting of all formal

sums ^2a(a)u(cr) with each a(cr)ÇzK and with symbols u(o~) for (r£S which

multiply according to the rules

(9. 1) u{<r)u(r) = f(c, t)u(ct), a, r £ S,

(9.2) u(c)a = (va)u(c), a £ K.

Such an algebra is central simple over N, the subfield of elements of K fixed

under all automorphisms of S. The element u(l) is the identity; all elements

of A which commute with every element of K lie in K.

Lemma 9.1. A = (f, S, K) is Q-normal if and only if every automorphism

a of K over P can be extended to an automorphism of A.

Proof. The condition is sufficient, for each X£Q can be extended to an

automorphism a of the normal extension field K. Suppose conversely that

A is Q-normal. For each a, the extension w(a') of a'=X maps the subfield K

of A onto an isomorphic subfield Ki containing \(N)=N. The identity

automorphism of N can be extended to an isomorphism of K\ onto K (by a

fundamental result in Galois theory) and thence to an automorphism <j> of

A (by a basic theorem on simple algebras; [l, Theorem 4.14]). The product

4>w(\) is an automorphism of A which maps K into K by an automorphism

«i£G and which induces the automorphism X on N. Thus aaf1=<j- is an

automorphism of K over N; by the same theorem on algebras it can be ex-

tended to an automorphism \(/ of A over N. Finally \p<pw(\) is an automor-

phism of A carrying K into K by the automorphism <rai=aai"1ai=a; it is

the required extension of a to A.

The Galois group G (cf. §4) may be described as a group extension of Q

by 5 by choosing for each X£Q an extension p(X)£G, with n(l) = l, and

defining the automorphism a—»X * cr of the normal subgroup 5 as X * a

= v(K)av(\)~1. There is then a "factor set" r?(X, p) of elements of 5 such that

(9.3) v(\)v(p) = r,(\ p)v(Kp), X, p £ Q,

(9.4) vÇK)v= (WMX), X£Q, cr £ 5.

Any elements a, /3£G can be expressed uniquely as
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(9.5) a = <Tv(\),        ß = rv(p), <r, r£5;X, p G Q.

Their product is given by the multiplication table (9.3) and (9.4) as

(9.6) [<rv(X)][rv(p)] = <riv(hp), <n = o-(X*t)t?(X, p).

The factor set t\ satisfies the associativity condition

(9.7) [X*i(m, v)]r¡(\, pv) = 7)(X, p)n(Xp, v)

and is related to the * operation by

(9.8) [\*(p*<r)]r,(\,p) = r,(X, p) [(\p) * <r].

The normality of a crossed product may be formulated in terms of the

action of each w(X) on the generators w(<r) of the crossed product as follows.

Theorem 9.2. The crossed product A = (/, S, K) is Q-normal if and only if

there exist for X£Q, <r£S nonzero elements m(K, a)ÇzK such that m(\, a)

= m(X, 1) = 1 and

(9.9) m(\, (TT)[v(\)-f(<T, r)] = m(\, <r)[(\*<r)m(\, t)]/(X*<t, X*t).

This relation is observed by Teichmüller (op. cit. p. 142, (2) ; his ß is our

m). For a proof, suppose first that A is Q-normal, and that by Lemma 9.1

w(\) is an extension of vÇk) to A, with w/(l) = l. In (9.2) set a=v(\)~l-b for

any bÇ.K and apply the automorphism w(X) to obtain

[w(\)-u(<r)]b =  [(\*a)-b][w(\)-u(<r)].

On the other hand (9.2) gives at once

u(\*a)b=  [(X* u) -b]u(\* a).

These two equations assert that [w(X) ■ u(a)\u{\ * a)-1 commutes with every

è£i?, hence lies in K, so we may write

(9.10) w(\)u(c) = m(\, ff)u(\*c)

for elements m(X, <r) in K with mÇk, 1) =w(l, cr) = 1.

The automorphism w(K) of A is determined by its action v(\) on K and

by (9.10). It remains to express the fact that w(X), as defined by (9.10) from

m(k, a), is indeed an automorphism. Apply w(X) to the multiplication table

(9.1) of the algebra to obtain

m(\, ar)u(\* a)m(\, t)u(X*t) =  [»(X)-/(<7, r)]m(\, <tt)u(\* (<tt)).

The left side may be computed by the rules (9.1) and (9.2) to be

m(\, <t)[(X*<t) m(\, t)]/(X*<7, X* t)u(\* (<rr)).

Comparison with the right side gives the required equation (9.9).

Conversely, given such a function m, use (9.10) to define the effect of
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w(K) on u(a), and set w(\) ■ [au(a)]= [v(\) ■ a][w(K) ■ u(a)], and similarly for

sums of such elements au(a), aÇ^A. By reversing the above computation, we

show that w(K) is indeed an automorphism of A extending the given auto-

morphism X of N.

10. The main theorem for crossed products. The complete description of

the normality of a crossed product and the form of its Teichmüller cocycle

may now be stated, where as usual K has the Galois groups G and 5 over P

and over N, respectively, and Q = G/S is the group of N over P.

Theorem 10.1. Let A =(/, S, K) be the crossed product algebra determined

by a cocycle /£Z2(.S, K), and let t be a cocycle in Z3(Q, N). Then A is Q-normal

with t as one of its Teichmüller cocycles if and only if there exists a cochain

hEiC2(G, K) such that

(10.1) Bh = AKt,

(10.2) A(<r, r) =/(<r, r), cr^ES.

First suppose A Q-normal and extend each automorphism v(\) as in

Lemma 9.1 to an automorphism w(\) of A, with w(l) = 1. By Lemma 6.1 the

given Teichmüller cocycle toi A can be obtained from suitably chosen regular

elements ¿>(X, p) of A satisfying (6.2). Any automorphism v(k) of G may be

extended to A as

W(av(\)) = C[u(<r)]w(\),

where C[w(cr)] again denotes the inner automorphism of A obtained by con-

jugation with the basis element w(cr) in the crossed product A.

For any a, (3£G expressed as in (9.5) one then has

W(a)W(ß) = C[u((t)]w(\)C[u(t)]w(p)

= C[u(<r)(w(\) ■ u(t))]w(X)w(p)

= C[u(cr)(w(X)-u(T))b(\, p)]w(\p).

Define regular elements h(a, ß) £^4, using the notation of (9.6) for the product

aß, by

(10.3) h(a, ß)u(<n) = w(o-)(w(X)-m(t))c-(X, p);

the previous equation then becomes

(10.4) W(a)W(ß) = C[h(a, ß)]W(aß).

This states that conjugation by h = h(a, ß) induces on A an automorphism

W(a)W(ß)W(aß)~1 which is on K the identity aß(aß)_1; in other words h£A

commutes with all elements of the defining subfield K of the crossed product

A. But the commutator of K in A is K, whence h(a, j3)£ii. Clearly A(l, ß)

— h(a, 1) = 1, so that A is a 2-cochain of G over K.

In the definition (10.3) of h choose a = a, ß = r; then cri = crr, \=p= 1, and
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h(a, r) u(<tt)=u((t)u(t). With (9.1) this shows that h, restricted to the sub-

group SCZG, agrees with the factor set/ of the crossed product, as asserted in

(10.2).
Next we calculate the coboundary bh, for arguments a, ß, and y = pv(v),

and with the notation (9.5), (9.6), and

ßy = Tiv(pv),       n = t(p*p)t)(p, v).

Since multiplication in G is associative (aß)y=a(ßy)=evCkpv), where e in 51

is determined from both products as

e = cri[(\p) * p]r)Ç\p, v) = tr[X* n]?j(X, pv).

Now we calculate, using the definition (10.3) repeatedly, that

h(a, ß)h(aß, y)u(e) = h(a, ß)h(aß, y)u(*i[ (\p) * p]ij(A/í, v))

= h(a, ß)u(a1)[w(\p) ■ u(p)]b(\p, v)

= u(a)[w(\) 'î/(i-)]ô(X, p)[w(\p)u(p)]b(\p, v)

= Eb(\, p)b(\p, v),

where

E = u(a)[w(X)-u(T)]b(\, p)[w(Xp)u(p)]b(\, p)~l

= u(c) [w(\) ■ u(t) ] fw(X) • w(p) ■ u(p)].

On the other hand, using the second expression for e,

[ah(ß,y)]h(a,ßy)u(e) =  [a- h(ß, y)]u(a)[w(\) -uin)^, pv)

= u(a) [a-1 ■ a ■ h(ß, y) ] [w(\) ■ m(ti) ]è(X, pv)

= u(a)w(\)-[h(ß, y)u(Ti)]b(\, pv)

= u(y)w(\)- [u(T)(w(p)-u(p))b(p, v)]b(\, pv)

= E[w(\)b(p, v)]b(X, pv).

By the relation (6.3) giving the "coboundary" of b in terms of the Teich-

müller cocycle, this becomes

P/(X, p, v)b(\, p)b(\p, v).

Comparison with the previous result shows (since t lies in the center N of the

algebra A) that

t(\, p, v)h(a, ß)h(aß, y) =  [a-h(ß, y)]h(a, ßy).

But a' =X, ß'=p, y' = v, so this equation proves that 5A=Ax/, which is

(10.1) in the theorem.

Note. The values of h(a, ß) lie in the field K, but the definition (10.3) of

these quantities is noncommutative (in the algebra A). This simplifies the

manipulations above. One may also give a commutative definition. If the
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crossed product A = (/, S, K) is Q-normal, there exist nonzero elements c(X, p)

in K with c(l, p) =c(X, 1) = 1 such that

W(\)w(p) = C[c(\, p)u(r¡(\, p))]w(\p).

The crossed product algebra and its normality under the automorphisms

w(\) is now described in strictly commutative terms by the functions

f(<r, r)£i£, m(\, r)£iC and c(X, p)(E.K. The requisite identities for these

functions are 5/=l, (9.9) and

[ij(X, p)tn(\p, o-)]/(i?(X, p), (\p) * <r)c(X, p)

= m(k, p* <t) [v(\) m(p, <r)]/(X* p* cr, rj(X, p)) [(\* p* a) c(X, p)].

From the previous definition of h one may show that h (a, ß) has a commuta-

tive expression in terms of/, m, and c as

[c-m(\, T)]f(a, X* r) [(<r(X* r)) ■ c(X, p)]/(<r(X* r), r,(X, p)).

In particular, if X=/x = l, it follows that h(a, r)=f(a, t) and one may also

verify that (10.1) holds. The functions (/, m, c) are the functions a, ß and 7*

considered on page 146 by Teichmüller (op. cit.). He remarks that t should

be expressible in terms of these three functions. Without proof we state that

the expression is

t(X, p, v)f(\*r)(p, v), i/(X, pv))m(\, i){p, v))(X*r¡(p, v))-c(\, pv)

= c(X, p)[r¡(\, p)-c(\p, v)]f(r¡(\, p), r¡(\p, v)).

In view of its complication, this formula is best avoided by using instead the

expression (10.1).

11. The converse proof. To prove the converse part of Theorem 10.1

requires extensive use of the equation 5&=Ak¿ and the consequent fact that

8h(a, ß, y) vanishes when any one argument lies in the subgroup S. (This fact

is a consequence of the normalization of t, and clearly indicates the great

convenience of that innocent assumption.)

Given the crossed product A and h, t, satisfying (10.1) and (10.2), de-

fine m(X, t) £i£ for X£Q, r£S by

(11.1) m(\, r)h(k*T, v(X)) = h(v(\), t).

To prove A Q-normal, we must demonstrate that m satisfies (9.9), which in

virtue of the definition of m reduces to the identity

h(v(\), <rr) [l>(X) • h(<r, r)]h(\* a, v(\)) [(X* c) ■ h(\* t, v(\))]

= h(v(\), <r)[(X*o-)-A(»(X), r)]h(\*<T, X* t)ä(X* (<rr), v(\)).

By the principle observed above, 5h=AKt gives

1 = 5h(v(\), a, T)[5h(\*a, v{\), T)]~lbh(\* a, X*r, v(\)).
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If these terms are expanded out by the definition of ôh, four of the resulting

twelve terms cancel, and the remaining eight terms give precisely the desired

identity.

It remains to show that t is indeed the Teichmüller cocycle of A. Define the

regular element b(K, p) of A as

(11.2) ¿(X, p) = h(v(X), b(íO)A(u(A, p), v(\p)-i)u(v(\, p)).

To show that b satisfies the usual equation we must demonstrate that, for all

aEA,

(11.3) [w(\) ■ w(p) ■ a]b(\, p) = b(\, p)[w(\p) ■ a],

where w(X) is the automorphism of A defined from the function m above as

in (9.10). It suffices to prove this for a£zK and a = u(cr), since these elements

generate the crossed product. For a£i£, the commutativity of K reduces

(11.3) to

[n(X) -v(jx)- a]u(r¡(\, p)) = m(ij(X, p))[v(\p) ■ a],

which follows by the rule for commuting u and by the definition (9.3) of the

factor set i\.

If a = u(a), the desired identity becomes, by the definition (9.10) of to(X),

[v(\)m(p, <r)]m(\, p* <r)u(\* p* <r)b(k, p) = b(\, p)m(Xp, <r)u((\p)* a).

Inserting the definitions of m and b and using multiplication rules in the

crossed product algebra A to permute and multiply the terms in u, these

terms reduce to w((X * p * o-)i]Çk, p)) on the left and m(í/(X, p) [(kp) *a]) on the

right. The rule v(X)v(p) =»?(X, p)vÇKp) in the group extension G shows that

the arguments of these two terms are equal, so that these u terms may be

dropped. There remains an identity involving some twelve factors in the

function A with various arguments and operators. Straightforward computa-

tion shows that this identity follows from the identity

1 = ôh(vÇ\), v(p), <r)5A-1(î>(X), p*u, v(p))ôh(\* p* cr, u(X), v(p))

hh~l(\*p*tr, rj(X, p), v(\p))oh(r¡(\, p), (\p)*a, îi(X/î))5A~1(jj(X, p), v(\p), a)

in which each term is 1 because 5A=Axi, and at least one of the arguments

in each term lies in the subgroup S. The latter identity apparently involves 24

terms, four from each coboundary involved. Each coboundary involves two

factors in which products of the arguments occur, and each of these factors

cancels with corresponding factors from the next or the preceding co-

boundary. The remaining 12 factors give precisely the desired identity, and

thus complete the proof of (11.3).

The elements b(K, p), as defined by (11.2), can now be used to calculate a

Teichmüller cocycle t\ of A as
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[w(\)-b(p, v)]b(\, pv) = h(\, p, v)b(\, p)b(\p, v).

We wish to prove that this identity holds with h = t. In this identity we may

substitute the definition (11.2) for b, use the rule w(\) ■ u[a) = w(X, <r)u(\*a)

to apply w(\), replace m by its definition (11.1) in terms of A, and use the

multiplication rules of the algebra to move all the terms in u to the right end

on each side. The left side gives u(\K*r](p, v)\ r¡(\, pv)), the right side,

w(r/(X, p)^(Kp, v)). The arguments of these terms are equal, by the associa-

tivity condition (9.7) for the factor set r¡. The terms in u may then be dropped,

leaving an identity in t and some 12 factors A, with various arguments. This

identity is obtained from the identity

1 = [t(K, p, r)Mr»(»(X), v{p), v(v))]ôh(v(\), r,(M, v), v(jxv))

oh~1(K*7](ß, v), v(\), v(jxv))ôh(k*r](p, v), r¡(\, pv), v(\pv))

SA-KijfA, p), n(\p, v), v(\pv))5h(ji(\, p), v(\p), v(v)),

by expanding out each 5A by the definition of the coboundary. In this expan-

sion each term involving a product of two arguments of 5A cancels with a

similar term from a neighboring oh; the remaining terms give exactly the 12

factors A noted above. The last displayed identity again holds because

bh—ARt, for this proves at once that the first term in brackets above is 1,

and that the remaining terms are 1 because in each case at least one argument

lies in the subgroup S. This proves that / is, as asserted in the theorem, the

Teichmüller cocycle of the crossed product A.

Note. A more conceptual proof could presumably be constructed by first

using A to construct a suitable nonassociative system (loop or algebra) with

factor set A. This construction would explain the choices of the arguments

used above in the identities on 5A.

12. The image of T. The proof of the main theorem requires only the

proof of part (iv) of § 7 ; this we can now give by suitable reference to the crossed

product theorem. We also append a similar proof of (iii) of §7, thus showing

that the crossed product theorem gives directly a complete description of the

possible Teichmüller cocycles of a Q-normal algebra (that is, a complete

description of the image under the mapping T).

To prove (iv), suppose that / is any 3-dimensional cocycle of Q in N which

has a ceiling K. Then Arí = 5A, for some 2-cochain A of Q in N. This equation

means in particular that 5A(<r, t, p) = 1 for arguments a, t, p in the sub-

group S, so that the definition/(cr, r) —h(a, r) gives a factor set/ of S in K.

Construct the crossed product algebra A = (/, S, K) from this set. By the

converse part of the main theorem on crossed products, A is Q-normal with

Teichmüller cocycle t. This proves (iv).

To prove (iii), observe that any Q-normal algebra A' with the normal

splitting field K is similar to a crossed product A=(f, S, K). The main
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theorem on crossed products then asserts (10.1) that any Teichmüller cocycle

of A (and hence of A ') has ceiling K.

13. The kernel of T. The main theorem on crossed products can also be

used to prove the assertions (i) and (ii) which characterize the kernel of T in

the main theorem of §7. The proof depends on the formalism for the scalar

extension of a crossed product. If A£Z2(G, K) is a 2-cocycle of a normal field

KZ)NZ)P, and if f(<r, t) = h(a, t) for a, r in the subgroup 5 corresponding to

N, then the crossed product B = (A, G, K) has the scalar extension Bn similar

to A=(f, S, K) over N ([l, Theorem 5.8];  [3, Theorem 8.5 D]).

Since a splitting field of a central simple algebra B' over P can always be

enlarged to contain A and to be normal over P, any such algebra B' over P is

similar to some B = (A, G, K) where 5A = 1. By the converse part of Theorem

10.1, the scalar extension Bn~A =(/, S, K) is then Q-normal with a Teich-

müller cocycle Axi = 5A = 1. Hence t = l, giving (i) of §7.

Conversely, suppose that A = (f, S, K) has a Teichmüller cocycle 1. By

Theorem 10.1, there is then an A with 5A=Ax¿ = 1 ; that is, with A a 2-cocycle

of G in K. Then A is similar to the scalar extension to N of the crossed product

algebra B — ifi, G, K), giving (ii) of §7.
14. An example of scalar extension. By Theorem 4.1 the algebra class of

an algebra A over N can be obtained by scalar extension from P if there is a

central simple algebra B over P with BN =A XnM(N). Observe however that

this does not necessarily mean that the algebra A can itself be obtained by

scalar extension; in other words, the appearance of the total matric algebra

M(N) in this formula is essential.

To show this we adduce an example suggested to us in another connection

by A. A. Albert.
The example depends on the arithmetic theory of algebras over a ¿>-adic

field F [l, Chapter IX]. Let F have the prime element tt. Construct K, the

unique unramified extension of degree mn over F, where m, n are integers

greater than 1 and not relatively prime. K is cyclic over F, and its Galois

group G is generated by an automorphism a. Furthermore, K contains the

unramified extension A of F of degree m. The cyclic algebra C=(K, a, ir)

is central simple of order m2n2 over F and has the invariant l/(mn), mod 1,

hence it is a division algebra. The commutator of A in C is a central simple

algebra A of order w2 over N.

The algebra A is Q-normal (where Q now denotes the Galois group of N

over the base field F). For any automorphism X of A over F can be extended

[l, Theorem 4.14] to an automorphism 6 of the enveloping simple algebra

C. If a£A andx=Xy£A, then

(6a)x = (6a) (fly) = 6(ay) = 6(ya) = (6y)(6a) - x(da).

Thus da commutes with all x£A, so that 6a(EA, and 9 maps A onto A.

In other words, each X has the requisite extension 6 = w(K) to A.
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The algebra A cannot be obtained by scalar extension from an algebra over

F. For suppose A =BN, B central simple over F. Then B has degree w over F,

and is a subalgebra of C with the same identity element as C. By [l, Theorem

4.13], the commutator algebra E of B in C is simple, with center F, and

C = BXfE. Over a p-a.à\c number field, the exponent of an algebra equals its

index and is a factor of its degree, so that Bn~\, £m~l and hence C*~l,

where k is the least common multiple of m and n. In particular, since m, n

are not relatively prime, k<mn. But on the other hand C has the ¿>-adic in-

variant l/mn, hence has exponent mn, and C*~T is impossible [l, Theorem

9.25]. Thus .4 ^5iv.

On the other hand, since Q is cyclic the Teichmüller cocycle of the

Q-normal algebra A must by Corollary 7.3 be a coboundary. Hence by the

main theorem the algebra class of A can be obtained by scalar extension

from P.

15. Q-normal algebras as kernels. The definition of a Teichmüller cocycle

of a Q-normal algebra is a special case of the definition of 3-cocycles asso-

ciated with a kernel of a group homomorphism. The proof depends on the

following theorem.

Theorem 15.1. In any central simple algebra A over N, the multiplicative

group N* of nonzero elements of the field N is the center of the multiplicative

group A* of regular elements (that is, elements with inverses) in A.

Proof. A can be represented as the algebra of all kXk matrices, with

matrix units c,y, over a division algebra D with center N. Then e=^ea is the

identity element of A and, for any r ¿¿s, (e+ers)(e — ers) =e+ers —ers = e; hence

e+ers isa regular element of A. If <2= 2Z<¿»yC¿y, for ¿,y£Z>, is any regular

element of A in the center of A*, then a(e+ers) = (e+er,)a, or aer, = er,a. Mul-

tiplication gives

/ . airCia = aerg = eraa =  / , aBjerj.

i j

Comparing coefficients, we find drr — dsi for r^s and d,> = 0 for i^r. Hence if

d = drr, the element a in the center of A* is a = ^2deu = de. Since D is a di-

vision algebra with center N, it follows that d¿¿0 and ¿£A; hence the center

at A* is N*, as asserted.

For each automorphism X£Q let w(X) be an extension of X to the Q-normal

algebra A. Then w(\) is also an automorphism of the group A*, and by (6.2)

w(\)w(p) =w(\p), modulo inner automorphisms of A*. Thus we may set

0(X) =the automorphism class of w(\), modulo inner automorphisms I(A*),

to obtain a homomorphism 6 of Q into automorphism classes of A*. The pair

K = (A*, 8) is then exactly a Q-kernel with center N* in the sense of [6]. Ob-

serving that the definition of t in §6 is exactly the definition of the 3-cochain

of a kernel ii in [6], we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 15.2. Each Teichmüller 3-cochain t of a Q-normal algebra A is a

3-cochain of the corresponding Q-kernel (A*, 6) with center A*.

This result provides a proof of the Lemma 6.1 by reference to the cor-

responding proofs of [6]. Observe, however, that an arbitrary automorphism

of the group A* in the automorphism class 0(X) need not be an automorphism

of the algebra A, and that the kernel associated with the direct product of

two Q-normal algebras is not the product of the kernels, as the operation was

defined in [6].
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